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Creating an Environment for Student Success…

“EXPLORING CREATIVITY and CREATIVE PEDAGOGY in ARCHITECTURE”

As we move towards the “creative economy or knowledge society which will underpin the 21st century” (Sefton-Green,
2011) post-secondary education will change curriculum and delivery modes to make “schooling more exciting, relevant,
challenging and dynamic and personally rewarding learning experiences and opportunities” (Sefton-Green, 2011) This
will give successful students a competitive advantage in the marketplace and allow them to contribute meaningfully to
society.
Redefining creativity from its traditions in art based practice
to the development of “enhanced creative adaptability” will
grant the desired competitive advantage and deliver deeper
personal meaning to the students involved.
It will also change the way knowledge is produced and
consumed.
It will shift the student-professor power balance in the
classroom.

This will impact on the way professors deliver curriculum content and make evaluations.
…Welcome I want to show you something that I have been working on for some time now in response to the changes I
have experienced in the academic environment.

CHANGING ENVIRONMENTS (and the death of the mechanistic model)
When you dip your ladle into the “waters-of-knowledge” are you dipping into a puddle, a pond, an inland lake the size of
an ocean or are you dipping into a swiftly moving glacier fed stream?

In the old mechanistic teaching model teachers
talked students listened teachers tested what they
talked about.
Many educators now believe that this approach “is
producing the wrong kind of worker” for the 21st
century because “standardization is anathema to
creativity” (Hargreaves, 2011).
According to Grant Wiggins the “commission to memory in preparation for a test is
not the point”. He believes that students need “challenge, feedback and choice”
(Wiggins, 2011).
In a world with an accelerating pace of obsolescence, the process of information
transfer that once in a lecture format is quickly becoming a technological process
experienced online. Students snap, clip, paste, post, blog, “google”, upload,
download and otherwise manipulate digital data.

Today information acquisition has more to do with finding and possessing data than remembering facts.

Studio practice has changed very little in over 150 years and yet everything around it in the outside world has changed.

The design studio is about information creation within a social setting. According to Lev Vygotsky learning
within the design studio is about the “social production of meaning” (Vygotsky, as quoted by Dezuanni and
Jetnikoff, 2011).
“Creativity resides not only in individuals, but in social groups and their shared domains of experience”.
(Csikszentmihaly, Csikszentmihaly, 1988)
This represents a major shift of pedagogical objective from the production of creative individuals to the
production of graduates that contribute meaningfully to creative groups.
Perhaps studio praxis needs to keep pace with technological change.

For creative teaching and learning to occur, a more responsive student-teacher relationship is required.

“Creative learning and teaching are more likely to happen when
teachers resolve curriculum dilemmas in ways that engage students in
knowledge producing processes”. (Hayes 2011)
A new teacher-student relationship is needed that balances the
tensions created between 3 dilemmas…
•
•
•

Amount of content vs. time for discovery process;
Problem solving vs what is given by faculty;
personal exploration /public realm

Student engagement and acceptance of responsibility is
linked to the amount of choice and influence students have
on what they are doing in the classroom.
As teacher control (of the pace, the focus and the desired
classroom behaviours) increases, student engagement
decreases.
If a professor exercises less control, then some
responsibility for learning shifts to the students.

Therefore, the challenge for educators is to obtain high student engagement within a controlled setting.

Where the mechanistic model placed students outside the
educational decision making process, a more open-ended
exploratory teaching style may be the way to encourage
ownership, deepen learning and achieve a higher level of
critical thinking.
This change of perspective sees the educator as a facilitator in
a student driven, explorative process rather than as a subject
matter expert who delivers lecture content. Though end
results are not always predictable, it is perceived to be more
democratic and promises more student engagement.
It is difficult to give up the entrenched position of the content expert or to relinquish control of the curriculum
to students BUT...
1. Creative judgment cannot be taught if students are not allowed to make significant choices.
2. Choice requires clarity of intention which can only arise from deep personal reflection.
3. Reflection is the seat of experiential learning.
The student-professor relationship must change in order to deepen experiential learning.

THE ROLE OF THE TASK
Wiggins establishes the creative process is goal directed behaviour.
“Creative learning is about producing work that is unique, valued and solves a
particular issue” and students “need a goal or a destination because without
purpose, there is no learning” (Grant Wiggins, 2011).
Detached from an explicit purpose, creative activity becomes random, highly
personal, and inaccessible and disconnected from day to day life.
The structure (task and evaluation) of a “design problem” determines the activities performed by the
students.
Design questions are catalysts for explorative action which results in the generation of new knowledge.
They establish the learning context, drive curriculum decisions, set priorities, sequence delivery and determine
appropriate evaluation strategies. The solution of a design problem will require “clever use of the content by
students as an outcome” (Wiggins, 2011). Creative learning strategies require open ended questions that offer
flexibility in interpretation and a range of acceptable responses to allow freedom for personal exploration and
individuation.
EXAMPLE: Using these blocks, design a tower and we will see which one is best…

1. tight-n-tall

2. pinwheel

3. reach

4. stagger

5. toss-n-drop

The highest ratio of floor area to wall area would suggest selection of the least imaginative solution. (#1)
Which one is the best metaphor for “chaos”? (#5.)
Which one would make the best apartment building giving private balconies to each unit? (#4)
Which one makes the most interesting silhouette again the sky? (#3? 5?)
Which model allows light to penetrate down through the centre? (#2)
If a design task is too open-ended the range of submissions becomes too great and there may be no fair or consistent
way to evaluate the outcomes. If evaluation criteria are vague then students are at the mercy of the values and
expectations of evaluator.
Creative, goal directed behavior requires INTENTION.
INTENTION requires REFLECTION upon lived experience which makes the learning personally motivating.
This implies offering students input into the evaluation scheme. To accomplish this students are required to clarify what
it is that they are attempting to accomplish and how they will know that they have succeeded.
Do you like being evaluated by someone who does not share your values or beliefs?
The mission is to develop new practices that are valid, rational and non-subjective, and based upon the authority granted
by shared values and judgments rather than on the assumed authority of traditional roles.

Inclusive EVALUATION strategies
Evaluation is not an option but a requirement.

If David Boud is correct in his opinion that “assessment methods and requirements probably have a greater
influence on how and what students learn than any other single factor. This influence may well be of greater
importance than the impact of teachers or teaching materials’. (Boud 1988) then the entire learning
experience will be shaped by the assessment strategy.
How do educators create fair assessment tools that address the shifting assessment criteria required by open-ended
design questions, while encouraging and enhancing creative learning?

• Will such a structure predispose students towards certain
inferred design approach?
• Must open-ended design questions be matched with
flexible, open-ended evaluation schemes?
• Do restrictive or standardized criteria stifle creative
assessment?
New evaluation methods must share objectives with all those
interested in creative teaching and learning, standardized
examinations and testing, certification and promotion or
these methods will be unable to achieve the requisite
authority and legitimacy.

LINKING TASK AND EVALUATION
ARCH 28544 An example in progress
Objectives
• reduce the attrition rate caused by the excessive workload,
• increase the fun and peer support,
• introduce opportunities for collaboration and a valued contribution to shared concept,
• develop, encourage, enhance the creative process and product,
• inspire innovation in the application of technology,
• generate meaningful personal reflection upon intentions and goals,
• enhance self-judgment in the assessment of personal performance and contribution,
• prepare students for the complexity of contemporary global collaborative professional practice,
• enable students to work on complex problems in multidisciplinary settings,
• develop an expertise in a chosen specialty within the discipline of architectural technology.
Assessment Objectives
• evaluation of collaborative work must contain individual assessments rather than average team scores.
• evaluate student reflection on goal setting (intentions) and achievement; on their individual contribution to the
overall result; and on their personal influence on other disciplinary concerns.

Workload Breakdown Major Project Design Presentation Evaluation Scheme (20% overall grade)
Item
Presentation to
the Class
(/20 each)

Team Name:

Student A:

Student B:

Value

Oral: delivery (voice projection, audibility)
Content: sustainability, intentions and objectives
Organization: incorporate model,

10

Graphic: mounted boards, model completion

10

Presentation total per person

/20

STUDENTS CHOOSE: Design Drawings: 160 points total (assign 80 points each)
Student A:

Student B:

/80

1: Sketches

Concept sketches taken from your sketchbook

10

2: Site Plan
(1:200)

Property lines, bearings, setbacks, dimensions,
driveway, paths, materials, landscaping, building
footprint

15

3: Building
Section (1:100)

Walls, roof, floors, hatching, sustainability concept
notes / application

4: Floor Plans

20

All plans to be 1:100 scale

4.1 Basement

Mechanical, electrical, laundry, storage x2, stairs
windows, doors, walls hatched, furniture, equipment,
room names

15

4.2 Ground Floor

Stairs, windows, doors, walls, hatching, furniture,
equipment, room names, circulation, closets,
Washrooms and kitchen layouts

20

4.3 Second Floor

Stairs, windows, doors, walls, hatching, furniture,
equipment, room names, circulation, closets,
Washrooms and kitchen layouts

20

5: 3D Exterior
View

completion, accuracy, co-ordination, ground effect

Roof building height, slope, eave and fascia, material
Wall surface

material hatching, decks, guard rails, porch,
foundation.

Fenestration

windows, doors, size, proportion, mullions, detail

20

North: Datums, windows, doors, roof, walls, materials,
notes hatching, ground line

10

South: Datums, windows, doors, roof, walls, materials,
notes hatching, ground line

10

East: Datums, windows, doors, roof, walls, materials,
notes hatching, ground line

10

West: Datums, windows, doors, roof, walls, materials,
notes hatching, ground line

10

6: Building
Elevations
(1:100)

TOTAL GRADE

A:

B:

100

Assignment 4 Working Models Evaluation and Workload Breakdown (a suggestion)
Member A

/25

Comments
Contours/spot elevations, driveway,
/25
pathways, landscaping design, special
features
Massing
Scale, proportion size, articulation of forms,
/50 (walls,
complexity of form, x-big undifferentiated
windows
flat planes, level of interest
doors and)
Window pattern, doors, size, shape,
placement, alignment, mullions, orientation
? Design
balconies, terraces, decks, porches,
Features
guardrails,
/25 Sustainability Illustrate energy, water and material
Features
sustainability concepts within composition
of model. (Provide notes)
Slope, resolution of plan profile, balance,
/25 Roof form(s)
shape, type, appropriateness, hips, gables,
ridge, fascia, soffit, overhang, flush with
wall? solar panels? green roof?
Size, level of detail, surfaces, corners, cuts,
/25
/25 Workmanship neatness, material, scale, warping, gaps,
(fixed)
completion.
Comments:
STUDENTS WERE ALLOWED TO
/100 TOTAL
ADJUST and ASSIGN VALUES

Member B

value

Components
Site

SUMMARY DISCUSSION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Is creativity an individual process or a social process?
Is there an opportunity for students to engage in collaborative work and social meaning making?
Are students required to document and communicate their intentions and process?
Is reflective practice taught and encouraged?
Is reflective practice required by the curriculum or educator?
Is “self-evaluation” practice taught?
Why is peer-evaluation not valued or included in assessment structures?

IN SUMMATION
Moving away from a mechanistic teaching model in an effort to increase creativity, student engagement and
acceptance of personal responsibility requires that students have some choice and influence on what they are
doing in the classroom. Granting this will change the professor’s role from content expert to facilitator. It will shift the
student-professor power balance as it changes the way professors deliver curricular content and make their evaluations.
Curriculum may need to be expanded to include reflection and self and peer evaluation.

Offering students more flexibility in their
education will necessarily breakdown the
concept of standardized learning outcomes
and lead to increased diversity.
I hope that you agree that this would be a
good thing.

